GERMANY PRESSES FOK ATTACK OST THE NETHERLANDS INDIES
thing in one quarter while making a totally divergent statement in
another quarter. .He talks so flowingly and freely, by the hour if
time affords, that it is inconceivable -that he should never make
conflicting statements. I, however, incline to the opinion that in his
talks with me he follows the carefully studied policy of painting the
darkest picture of what will happen if the United States gets into
war against Germany, probably in the mistaken belief that such
tactics may serve to exert a restraining influence on American policy.
Soon after Mr. Matsuoka, took office he indicated that his platform
would be that the United States could and should be intimidated
into adopting an attitude of complete isolation with regard to both
the Far East and Europe. That platform was implemented by the
Three-Power Alliance, which action not only failed to have the
desired effect but was one of the major factors in stimulating the
trend of American opinion away from isolationism. It would seem?
that, despite the egregious failure of that attempt, Mr. Matsuoka
would prefer to persist in a course fraught with the gravest dangers
than to chart a new course which would constitute admission on
his part that he had completely misread the character and temper
of the American people, and which would inevitably make his position
as Foreign Minister untenable.
GERMANY PRESSES FOR A JAPANESE ATTACK
ON THE NETHERLANDS INDIES
June 10, 1941
A member of the Diet, friendly to us but afraid to come to the
Embassy owing to his well-known American sympathies, to-day sent
me a message that Matsuoka was under very strong pressure both
by the German Embassy and from certain Japanese extremists to
take strong action against the Netherlands East Indies, which have
now replied to the Japanese demands in a dignified and reasonable
note that politely refuses to give up their shirt to Japan or to any
other country. It appears that the Germans are pressing on the
ground that the United States is in no condition to fight a war in
both the Atlantic and Pacific. As for the Japanese esrtremists, they
want to acquire the Indies before the war ends in German victory,
since they fear German designs on the islands.
My informant tells me that Japanese cultural and other societies
are much more deeply penetrated by Nazis than is generally known
and that they are trying to force Matsuoka's hand by stirring up
popular feeling against the Netherlands ^East Indies. TTiere is also a
belief in Government circles that an important part of the American
fleet has been moved from the Pacific to the Atlantic, and that belief
is of course having its obvious effect here.
In commenting on this information I told the Department that I
could not with any assurance appraise the risk of a Japanese descent
on the East Indies at the present time. As long as the campaign :n

